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Send us photos of your projects!  

VP@BGCCLIFTON.ORG  
 
 

For more fun activities, visit our 
Virtual Clubhouse: www.BGCClifton.org 
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Select a book that 
everyone in your 

home is familiar with. 
Assign everyone a 

character. Decide that 
any arguments that 

day must take place 
in character.

Find two plants in your home, preferably in 
di�erent rooms, and imagine they are penpals. 
Write letters from one to another throughout 
the day, and read them to them.

Challenge family members to construct a 
building that can fit into a small box while 
you create your own building. Then join all 
the buildings to create a town. As you 
assemble the town, ask yourself questions 
like, “Where do people live and what do 
they do? What is the environment like? 
How are these people connected?”

Take pictures of at 
least four random 
objects around the 
house. Then create a 
story which includes 
these objects, either 
as characters or 
important objects, 
in the story. You can 
write the story down, 
or narrate it, creating 
a video or audio recording.

Improvise a story with 
another person. You start 
the story, and another person 
adds onto the story. Take turns 
until all storytellers agree on 
the ending. If you cannot agree, 
flip a coin to decide who gets 
to end the story. If the other 
person is long-distance, send 
emails back and forth or use 
a shared document for the story.

Choose a time of 
day that is called 
Bad Mood O’Clock. 
It is when everyone 
is usually in a low 
mood. When Bad Mood 
O’Clock strikes, start 
a dance party or work 
out together to work 
the mood away!

At-Home Activity
Choice Board

Directions: Choose one or more activities to complete at home. 

Name Date
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Take a walk around the 
block and imagine what 

is a bird’s view of your 
neighborhood. Look on 

Google Maps in Satellite 
mode to envision the 

bird’s view. Then draw a 
map of your neighborhood, 

from a bird’s perspective.

Make a travel brochure for an 
imaginary city. What will people 

want to see or do? It can be 
realistic or a fantasy place 

you would like to visit.

Make a game to play with other family 
members with objects you have around 
the house. Write down the directions for 
the game, and be sure to include how to win!

Create an indoor competition. How many 
events will you have? What tools do you need? 
How long will it last? Establish the rules and
 expectations of the competition, gather the 
supplies, and set-up the fun. Take pictures
 or a video to capture the competition!

Design a scavenger hunt 
where you use riddles or 
rhyming words to lead people 
to the next clue. Have a treat 
at the end of the hunt. It can 
be something you made for 
the players, or something else 
they would enjoy.

Draw a chalk game 
board outside. It can 
be as simple or as 
complicated as you 
can imagine. How 
many players will you 
have, and what are some 
tricks to win faster?

At-Home Activity
Choice Board

Directions: Choose one or more activities to complete at home. 

Name Date
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Dove of Unity Handprint Wreath 
 

This wreath symbolizes cultural unity. You can 
adjust the handprint colors for different 
occasions (for example, you may wish to use 
handprints in different shades of brown for 
Black History Month) 

 
Materials: 

• Paper, Scissors, Glue 
• Paint in various skin-tone colors 

Try these combinations: 
• A small amount of red + small amount of yellow + white… 
• Brown + white… 
• Yellow + small amount of brown… 

 
Instructions 

1. Make between 9 and 12 in various skin tone colors by dipping hand 
in paint and stamping it on the paper. Let it dry. 

2. To make the DOVE: Trace hands with the thumb extended and 4 
fingers close together onto the center of a piece of white paper. 

3. Glue on a beak from orange construction paper or draw one on 
with an orange marker. 

4. Draw on a wing and an eye with a black pencil crayon or marker. 
5. Cut out the skin tone hands and glue them together in a circle to 

form a wreath. 
6. Glue the dove onto the back of the wreath (so the wreath acts like 

a picture frame). 
7. Trim the edges of the paper the dove is on.  

 
 

Source: dltk-kids.com 
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© Teacher Created Resources, Inc.   #234 Thematic Unit—Immigration

Life Skills/Cooking 

World CIass Recipes
Immigrants have brought with them a bounty of foods from all over the world.  Prepare and share a
variety of recipes from the countries representing their ancestry groups.  Provide classroom resources
for students to find out more about the foods unique to the immigrant groups in this unit.

The following recipes represent food from tropical islands, Vietnam, and Russia.

Fruit Salad Supreme
You can be creative in preparing this salad, but try to
include those fruits which will give it that tropical flavor!
Fill a large bowl with bite-sized chunks of the following
fruits: pineapple, kiwi, banana, coconut, papaya,
strawberries, honeydew, cantaloupe, and/or watermelon.
Where possible and available, use fresh fruits.  Mix the
fruits in the bowl and serve in small paper bowls.  Add
the dressing below, or enjoy your Fruit Salad Supreme
without a topping or with whipped cream.

Tropical Dressing
In a small bowl, mix 2 tablespoons (30 mL) each of the following ingredients: strained lemon juice,
lime juice, orange juice.  Add 1/3 cup (80 mL) water and 2/3 cups (160 mL) sugar and stir mixture.
Double or triple recipe as needed.

Chicken with Mushrooms, Baby Corn, and Snow Peas
• 1 cup (250 mL) raw chicken strips •  1/2 pound (225 g) snow peas

• 1 cup (250 mL) coarsely sliced mushrooms •  1 tablespoon (15 mL) soy sauce

• 1 cup (250 mL) fresh or canned baby corn •  2 tablespoons (30mL) chopped onion

• 3 tablespoons (45 mL) oil •  dash of pepper

Cut chicken into 1” x 2” (2.5 cm x 5 cm) strips.  Heat skillet or other large pan and add oil.  (Oil heats
fast and can burn.  This should be done by the teacher.)  Saute onions for about 3 minutes.  Add
chicken and saute for about 10 minutes.  Add mushrooms.  Saute for 10 minutes.  Add snow peas and
saute for 5 minutes.  Snow peas should appear cooked but not soft.  Add soy sauce and pepper for
seasoning.  Serve with noodles or rice if desired.  Makes 6 servings.

Grandma Coan’s Beet Borscht
• 1 hardboiled egg, chopped •  1 small onion, grated

• 1 pint (500 mL) sour cream •  1 16 oz.  (500 mL) can julienne beets

• 1 jar prepared borscht •  salt, pepper, sugar, if needed

Gradually add sour cream to prepared borscht.  Drain off 1/2 can beet juice.  Add beets and onion to
borscht.  Add the l/2 can beet juice.  Add salt, pepper, and sugar to taste.  Garnish with chopped egg.
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Fall Holidays United Nations Day

Paper Doll Cut-Outs

Materials:

• crayons or colored markers
• scissors
• paste
• construction paper

Directions:

1. Reproduce patterns on
construction paper.

2. Color and cut out the figures.

3. Paste the paper dolls together
by attaching their hands.
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Fall Holidays United Nations Day

Paper Doll Cut-Outs (cont.)
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Fall Holidays United Nations Day

Paper Doll Cut-Outs (cont.)
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Fall Holidays Thanksgiving

Thanks Around the World
Here are many ways to say thank you in different languages. See how many you
can use in making a greeting card for your family.

Arabic: shoukran Serbo-Croatian: hvala

Czech: dékuji Spanish: gracias

Danish: tak Swahili: asante

Dutch: dank Swedish: tack

Esperanto: dankon Turkish: tesekkür

Estonian: deküi Yiddish: dank

Finnish: kiitos

French: merci

German: danke

Greek: efchariso

Hebrew: todah

Hungarian: koszonom

Indonesian: terima kasih

Italian: grazie

Japanese: arigato

Latvian: paldies

Lithuanian: tänan

Norwegian: takk

Polish: dziekuje

Portuguese: obrigado

Rumanian: multumiri

Russian: spasibo
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Circle (in green) the poses that help someone to feel calm. 
Circle (in orange) the poses that are energizing. 
Sequence the poses by putting a number next to each one that you would like to offer someone 
else. (Choose at least five poses.)
Guide your partner in each of the poses, showing them how them how to do it. Remember to 
ask your partner to breath as they hold the pose, and to have fun with this!

1.
2.
3.

4.

Yoga for Energy or Calm

 Warrior 1 Pose Corpse Pose 
(Savasana)

Mountain Pose

Warrior II PoseChild’s PoseBoat Pose
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After moving through your partner’s yoga sequence, how do you feel? What do you notice? Write 
your observations below. 

Tree PoseCamel Pose

Cat PoseChair Pose

Name Date

Yoga for Energy or Calm
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Emoji Emotions

Name Date

The word emoji combines two Japanese words: 
e (picture) and moji (character). 

Emojis are commonly used to add expression and emotion to electronic communications. 
Look at the emojis below. In the space provided, write the emotion that you 

see and describe a time when you have felt this emotion.

Emotion: Emotion:

Bonus: When you’ve completed this exercise, compare your answers with a friend. 
Do you interpret these emoji expressions in the same way?

Emotion:

Emotion:

Emotion:

Emotion:

Emotion:

Emotion:
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Name Date

Chalk Walk Choice Board
Directions: Take a walk around the neighborhood. Choose one of these encouraging drawing options 

and draw it on the sidewalk in your neighborhood. Color in the a�rmations on the choice board when 

you �nish drawing them.

Be Kind

Donut give up!

Daily Encourage-Mint

We be-leaf in you!

You snailed it.

We’re rooting for you!
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Name Date

Chalk Walk Choice Board
Directions: Take a walk around the neighborhood. Choose one of these encouraging drawing options 

and draw it on the sidewalk in your neighborhood. Color in the a�rmations on the choice board when 

you �nish drawing them.

Keep chasing rainbows!

Just roll with it.

You’re sweet.

Just keep swimming!

Souper job!

You CAN do it!
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Send us photos of your projects!  

VP@BGCCLIFTON.ORG  
 
 

For more fun activities, visit our 
Virtual Clubhouse: www.BGCClifton.org 
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